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A high-speed, low carbon hand dryer 
with intelligent H13 filtration and 5-year 
manufacturer’s warranty. 

Run cost (£)

16
(per annum)*

Drying time
(seconds)

12
Warranty  
(years)**

5
Carbon Emission (kg) 

(per annum)

99

* Calculated at KW/H rate 15p at drying rates of 150 dries per day, for 252 days per year, against paper towel rate of 3 towels per dry at cost of 0.005p per towel, in standard mode with heat.
**1 year parts and labour, years 2-5 parts only.  All figures quoted were correct at the time of printing.

Other finishes:

Safety Features
Motor Protection
Thermal Element protection

This dryer has many benefits; switchable heat, quiet mode and 
intelligent H13 media filtration, for hygienically cleaner air.  
All wrapped up in a quality and robust, 304 grade stainless-steel cover.

Dryer VS paper costs
Cost of annual energy usage: £16.00 against a paper towel cost  
of £375.00. A saving of £359 = 96%*

Recommended usage: Low and Medium 

Product codes:
White: VAF4001  Satin: VAF4002  Black: VAF4003   
H13 Media Filter Replacement Pack: VAF4005

H13 Media iFilter

Stainless Steel

Quiet Mode

TerraSafe

Robust

Low Carbon Engine

Switchable Heat

Photography is for illustrative purposes only; the product you receive may differ slightly due to continued product development.

F4 Eco

F4 Eco

Technical Specification
Voltage 220/240v /50Hz
Rated Power 840w
Rated Power (Quiet Mode) 550w
Net Weight 3kg
D x W x H 110 x 287 x 322mm
Noise level (Quiet Mode) 68dB at 1m
Noise level (Standard) 77dB at 1m
Cover material Stainless Steel 304
Airflow 100 m/s
Airflow (Quiet Mode) 60 m/s

Electrical Specification
Rated Current 3.7A
Motor Speed 30,000RPM
Sensing Distance 15-25cm
Standby Power Consumption ≤ 1w
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Consumables & Branding

Media Filter Replacement
Need a media filter replacement for your dryer? No problem. 
Contact us and we can organise getting you a fresh one once 
the time comes to replace.

ZeroGel
ZeroGel is an innovative product that eliminates bad odours  
and helps to improve air quality within the washroom.  
This product has the highest level of effectiveness against 
removing bad odours, neutralising them, and dispersing  
a gentle fragrance.

 
The V7-300 & V7 Tri-Blade can be ordered in a variety of 
different finishes. The finishes available are: Adding a logo

We can also have your logo 
applied to any of our hand 
dryers, information available 
upon request. 

email sales@velair.co.uk or call +44 (0) 1425 616 103

Product codes:
F4 Eco Replacement Filters: VAF4005 (2Pk)

Pebble & Pebble+ : VAPB004 (3Pk)
V7: VUKVTS006 (2Pk) 

Product code: VUKVTS005 (4Pk)

Our Special Project Service allows for the design and manufacture 
of bespoke hand dryers, tailored to suit certain specification needs. 

This can include, but is not limited to, the development or redesign 
of a dryer, to meet certain cost, quality, functionality, branding, 
colour and sustainability requirements.

V7-300 & V7 Tri-Blade



Visit velair.co.uk to find out more.

Velair Group Limited 

2E Queensway, Hampshire, BH25 5NN

Office: +44 (0) 1425 616 103

Email: sales@velair.co.uk


